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❏ Foundation models
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❏ Large language models 
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Motivation

❏ No foundation models for time series

❏ Models trained from scratch on individual datasets (no transfer)

❏ Models designed uniquely for time series (no generality)



Motivation

❏ Challenges of time series

❏ Highly diverse (comes from many different sources)

❏ Highly stochastic (rarely have enough information to predict well)



Motivation

❏ LLMs might be the right foundation for time series

❏ LLMs are trained on diverse, stochastic sequences (natural language)

❏ LLMs are general, and can fuse time series with text descriptions
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LLMTime - Preprocessing

❏ Rescale such that 𝛂-percentile is 1

❏ Makes data small, but preserves some variation

❏ Offset by 𝛽-percent of the range found in the input data

❏ Can make data non-negative
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LLMTime - Summary

❏ Precision is an important hyperparameter

❏ Too small  => canʼt model details

❏ Too large => wasting compute and assigning invalid likelihoods
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LLMTime - Summary

❏ Simple preprocessing
❏ Rescale and then truncate to fixed precision 

❏ Careful tokenization
❏ Numbers must map to individual digits

❏ Continuous probabilistic model
❏ LLMs naturally represent stochastic numbers 
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Results - Darts

❏ Combines several datasets:

❏ Financial data (sales)

❏ Industrial data (energy usage/production)

❏ Weather data (sunspots)

❏ Healthcare data (vital signs, admissions)



Results - Darts

❏ Baseline methods: 

❏ ARIMA - traditional method, moving average

❏ TCN - simple convolutional neural network

❏ N-BEATS - neural network designed for time series

❏ N-HiTS - improved version of N-BEATS

❏ SM-GP - Gaussian process with a learned kernel
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Results - Monash

❏ Combines several datasets:

❏ Financial data (tourism)

❏ Industrial data (electricity demand)

❏ Weather data (solar emissions)

❏ Healthcare data (covid deaths)



Results - Monash

❏ Baseline methods: 

❏ Methods used for Darts

❏ CatBoost - widely used data mining method

❏ FFNN - a very simple neural network approach

❏ PR - a variant of linear regression 
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Results - Informer

❏ Combines several datasets:

❏ Financial data (exchange rate)

❏ Industrial data (electricity usage, traffic)

❏ Weather data (wind speeds)



Results - Informer

❏ Baseline methods: 

❏ Informer - efficient attention mechanism 

❏ Reformer - efficient attention mechanism 

❏ Transformer - standard architecture

❏ Autoformer - time series inspired architecture
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❏ LLMs are compressors
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Why Do LLMs Work?

❏ Compression means finding simplifying explanations

1. Identify common patterns

2. Create a rule that explains the pattern

Example: language models have a bias towards repetition
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❏ LLMs can compress non-text data

Deletang et al. 2023
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Future Work

❏ Vision-language models (VLMs) show that 
many different sources can be combined 
as input with fine-tuning.

❏ The real challenge in most forecasting is 
combining many source of information to 
make a good prediction.

Liu et al. 2023


